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Why Nurses should run for political office?

- To have a voice
- To work on issues you care about
- To care for people in a different way
- To work for the Greater Good
- To Change the World
- What is your passion?
How to Run

- Soul Search
- Gather Support
- Training
- Plan
- Commit
Reality of Campaigning

- Time
- Energy
- Work Obligations
- Family Obligations
- Financial Restraints
Knock on Doors
Reality of Governing

- Time
- Energy
- Work Obligations
- Family Obligations
- Financial Restraints
S-O-A-P

Immunization bill

Subjective: Listen and learn

Objectives: Facts and Data

Assessment: Understanding

Plan: Act
Tell the Story
The Bottom line

What is your passion? Find it and Go for it!
Thank you!